
 

 
Remezcla is a rapidly-growing digital media company covering lifestyle, culture and music for Latino              

millennials in the U.S. What began as a Latino lifestyle blog in 2006 is now a thriving entertainment brand and                    

authority leading the voice and perspective of the undiscovered Latin culture scene. Remezcla is seeking an                

ambitious and dedicated candidate with a passion for both content and pushing Latin culture forward.  
 
FOOD EDITOR 
Remezcla.com seeks a part-time editor with expertise in the NYC restaurant scene. This position will work                
with editorial staff on research, content creation and idea generation, as well as assisting with management of                 
freelance writers. The right candidates will be knowledgeable of and passionate about Latin cuisines and               
restaurants - and leave no stone unturned hunting for the best of NYC’s Latin food scene. 

 
RESPONSIBILITIES 

 

● Develop informed, entertaining concepts and posts for our new Food vertical.  
● Keep abreast of the latest news in NYC Latin food scene etc.  
● Develop and maintain relationships with PR reps, restaurant owners, chefs, etc. 

 
 
REQUIREMENTS 
 

● Bachelor’s degree - Journalism or English preferred, but not required.  
● Familiarity with Latin restaurant scene in NYC a big plus (you know the owners, chefs, busboys, and                 

PR reps to talk to get the inside scoop…)  
● An entertaining voice or sense of humor that comes through in writing.  
● Knowledge of Spanish (please note: our content is published in English only, but Spanish is often                

required to get the story). 

BENEFITS 

● Competitive Compensation 
● Travel Budget 

 
 
ABOUT REMEZCLA: 
Remezcla is the only Hispanic media company in the U.S. that has cultivated an organic, grassroots appeal                 

with Hispanic millennials. Our unique publisher, entertainment, and agency platform provides digital and             

on-the-ground solutions for both audiences and advertisers. For more information visit www.remezcla.com 

 
CONTACT 
Email your resume and samples of work to jobs@remezcla.com (write "Food Editor" in subject line) and tell us                  

briefly about yourself and why you're interested in the position. Links to your Blog, Facebook, Tumblr, Twitter,                 

etc, are welcome. 
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